
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  

Stamp kittens with lightbulbs image from “Deck the Halls: stamp set onto the watercolor paper and color with DM and Zig markers as 

follows: Kitten (left)-Zig Clean Mustard, Zig Carmine Red ; Kitten (right)- DM vintage photo and Zig carmine red; Light bulbs: Zig Red, Zig 

Cobalt Blue, Tombow 173, Tombow 025, DM Picked Raspberry, DM Spiced Marmalade.  

Fussy cut the image. 

Create a 4.5” x 6” crème card base. 

Cut 4.25” x 5.75” watercolor paper and blend with distress inkpads Frayed Burlap, Evergreen Bough, Dusty Concord, Chipped Sapphire and 

Black Soot (bottom to top). Layer this onto the card base. 

Cut a candy swirl border from Starburst dies using cream cardstock and layer over on the bottom of blended piece.  

Cut 6 snowflakes from Snowtime dies using cream cardstock. Color the middle part of the snowflakes with Distress inkpads (Tumble Glass) 

and adhere on the top parts of the blended piece.  

Cut 8 trees and 8 pots from Tiny Tree dies using watercolor papers. Blend the trees (Peeled Paint and Forest Moss) and pots (Ground 

Espresso) with distress ink pad. Arrange and adhere the trees slightly above candy swirl border.  

Cut Eifel tower from Bookmark dies using watercolor paper and blend with distress inkpads (Ground Espresso). Layer the Eifel tower on the 

left side of the card, above the candy swirl border.  

Layer the kittens image on the bottom left of the card, overlapping the candy swirl border.  

Cut the “greetings” sentiment from Greeting dies using watercolor paper and blend with distress inkpads (Mustard Seed and Squeezed 

Lemonade). Cut another “greetings” sentiment using white foam and adhere the previous blended wording over this. Add this sentiment 

above the kittens, flushed to the right.  

Finish with liquid pearls (White Opal and Yellow) on the trees, blended background and candy swirl border.  

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Yenni Natalia 

Penny Black Products Used: 51-088 Tiny Tree, 51-

177 Snowtime, 51-174 Greetings, 51-155 Starburst, 

51-195 Bookmark (Eifel dies), 30-317 Deck The 

Halls 

Additional Products: Crème cardstock for the base, 300gsm 

watercolor paper, Versafine black onyx ink, Tombow dual brush pens , Zig 

markers, Tim Holtz distress markers (DM), distress inkpads, watercolor 

brush (number 0), white foam, white glue, liquid pearls (white opal and 

yellow) 

 

 

 

 


